2017 AGC ACE Awards
Category 6: Best Building Project, Subcontractor, $6-$10M
Specialty Contractor: Sturgeon Electric Company, Inc.
Project Name: Denver Health Support Services Building at 601 Broadway

On a dusty corner in downtown Denver in 1860, a Wild West duel rendered a man wounded in
the arm. He was rushed to a nearby log cabin known then as City Hospital, where he became the
first patient to undergo surgery in Denver.
Since that year – the same year Abraham Lincoln was elected President of the United States –
Denver Health has evolved exponentially from its former days as the log cabin. Firmly
established as an integral part of the history of the Rocky Mountain Region, Denver Health and
Hospital Authority (DHHA) recently turned another page, adding a new facility of high
relevance to Colorado. As Denver Mayor Michael B. Hancock stated during the project’s
ceremonial kickoff, “…not only has Denver become the “it” city, Denver Health has become the
“it” health facility throughout the nation.” It is for this reason that Sturgeon Electric Company,
Inc. (Sturgeon Electric) – Denver’s oldest electrical contractor - takes great pride in having
delivered this latest addition to Denver’s oldest hospital: the Denver Health Support Services
Building.

The first step in a five-year master facilities plan aimed at improving patient access across the
sprawling Denver Health campus, the Support Services Building is a nine-story office tower that
consolidates numerous administrative and support functions for Denver Health into one building.
A design-assist project, its construction was preceded by demolition of an existing four-story
building and associated parking structure. In its place, a new 245,000 SF facility was erected.
80,000 SF comprises parking garage space on three lower levels (including 6,000 SF of retail
space on L1), while administrative offices span 165,000 SF on the six floors above.
Sturgeon Electric’s approach incorporated a dynamic shift away from traditional contracting
methods, where wasteful byproducts of conventional construction delivery methods often foster
misalignment between project teams. Opting instead for an integrated, forward-thinking, teamoriented approach influenced by Lean Construction processes, Sturgeon’s delivery resulted in

mutual success for project partners while reaping improvements to project efficiency, safety and
quality.

Solutions of Special Projects:
The Hospital Support Services Building capitalized on Denver Health’s limited real estate,
occupying a tightly restricted, curb-to-curb corner in downtown Denver. This reduced footprint
was a major obstacle on the project, constraining accessibility for materials delivery, off-loading,
mobilization, and staging. In addition to an already aggressive schedule, the challenge of
negotiating site logistics at first seemed daunting:


The limited footprint meant all project teams would have to share a single elevator or
“skip” to access all nine floors. Even worse, alternative options to forklift or crane
material to upper floors was restricted due to congested roadways already facing the
building’s southern and eastern exposures. This posed a bottlenecking effect for
transport of materials and manpower, placing the schedule at risk and threatening to
inflate labor costs due to anticipated overtime.



The designated receiving area was roughly the size of two parking spaces – a tiny,
congested gateway through which nearly every component on the nine-story structure
would pass.

Solution: By implementing lean construction initiatives and collaborating with project partners,
Sturgeon Electric was able to resolve or greatly reduce the impact caused by constricted access:


Reduced the impact of people and material clogging up the skip by reducing the number
of required on-site crew. This was accomplished by pre-assembling as much material
off-site as possible, an effort which minimized the need for on-site installers.



Minimized the footprint of material, freeing up access to the skip and throughout every
floor.



Maximized capability to keep the process lean: reusable red bins were used to carry the
pre-assembled components to the site. After use, they returned to the shop to be refilled
for the next shipment.

Result: Sturgeon Electric greatly reduced the number of deliveries required, saving costs
while adding flexibility to other project teams. Just-In-Time delivery (a lean process)
allowed for material to arrive exactly when ready for installation. Utilizing reusable
containers eliminated excess materials on-site, which freed up floor space. The overtime
originally anticipated was never exercised thanks to these innovations.

Excellence in Project Execution and Management/Team Approach:
Sturgeon Electric’s management team approached the design phase as an opportunity to gain
ground on the project well in advance of the first shovel being lifted. Through high-level
collaboration with Hensel Phelps (the project General Contractor), and Sturgeon Electric’s
Building Information Management (BIM) team, the group was able to develop a cradle-to-grave
process tailored specifically to the Hospital Support Services project. While this process
emphasized pre-fabrication, it incorporated a quality-driven, intensive plan for every phase: from
design, to fabrication and delivery, to installation and quality control. This essentially
maximized efficiency of every stage throughout the workflow. For example:


Development of Innovative Design/Pre-Fabrication/Packages: BIM detailers developed
3D models of more than 15 assembly types, arming the pre-fabrication team with precise
details. Field Foremen collaborated with the designers and delivery team to develop a
distribution plan which would apply “installation bins” for pre-determined areas of work.
Prefabrication teams built assemblies complete with pre-cut wire lengths, detailed
drawings, and quality assurance checklists. These components were then placed inside
reusable red plastic bins, marked for their intended delivery location and staged for rapid
delivery.



Delivery of Just-In-Time, Quality Installations: Working closely with Hensel Phelps,
Sturgeon Electric’s prefabrication team and site leadership worked together to establish
perfectly timed delivery windows. The aforementioned pre-packaged red material bins
virtually eliminated the need for sorting material upon arrival. The typical mess of boxes,
cardboard, bags, material cages, and bundles of equipment were absent from the project.
Thanks to prefabrication, the waste was mitigated off-site; only ready-to-install
components were delivered to floors. In turn, this reduced the work required of the

installation team; every assembly was already built to quality standards and ready to be
set in place. The BIM model provided a checks-and-balances aspect of quality assurance.
Jane Lee Banning, Project Manager with Hensel Phelps, said of Sturgeon Electric’s efforts, “We
saw a lot of advantages from Sturgeon Electric’s pre-fabrication process… we saw less rework.
They affected the safety on site, the material handling on site, the quality as well as the schedule
during the rough-in process.”

Construction Innovations/State-of-the-Art Advancement:
Sturgeon Electric’s 601 Broadway team embraced principles of Lean Construction as well as an
attitude and commitment to high-level collaboration which was adopted at every level of the
project team. Early in the design phase, our project management and field leadership groups
partnered with our BIM and pre-fabrication groups in an effort to identify all forms of
anticipated waste on the project. This effort took aim at everything from wasted communication
(such as unnecessary RFIs), to wasted labor (such as moving material multiple times), to
avoidable complications (such as injuries and trade discipline conflicts).

In addition, Sturgeon Electric teams embraced paperless processes by heavily leveraging
technology. A cloud-based document control platform was shared by the entire project team to
optimize document management, communication and quality tracking. In addition, crews were
armed with a field application for navigating 3D models, allowing different trades to build
exactly to the specifications of the BIM model.
Environmental and Safety:
Worker injury during the transportation of trash and materials is a common industry hazard.
Thanks to Sturgeon Electric’s innovation in the pre-manufacturing process, this risk was largely
engineered out of the equation on the Hospital Support Services project. Pre-manufacturing
provided a safety benefit to the entire project team; less trade-stacking, efficient materials
logistics/routing plans, and improved accessibility for all project partners.

Sturgeon Electric’s crews worked 41,667 hours on the project, with zero lost-time accidents.
This was a significant accomplishment considering the amount of installations that took place:


35 miles of electrical raceway, including conduit, cable tray and ladder rack



106 miles of wiring, including feeders and branch circuiting



3,152 devices (outlets, switches, etc.)



3,334 lighting fixtures



350 pre-fabricated wall-kits

Excellence in Client Service and/or Contribution to Community:
An integral part of DHHA’s multi-year campus upgrade plan, the healthcare improvements this
facility ultimately provides to the surrounding community are plain to see. As noted by Denver
City Councilman Jolon Clark, “We stand together with Denver Health, committed in ensuring
that your health in Denver is not defined by what zip code you live in. These new facilities
combined with the Be Healthy Denver initiative are paving the way for everyone in Denver to
have more medical options available and more programs available right in their neighborhood.”
Additionally, Sturgeon Electric’s outreach program garnered nearly 28% of contracting work on
the project for Minority, Women’s and Disadvantaged Business Enterprises (M/WDBE). That’s
roughly $2 Million provided to smaller, local community firms!

Sturgeon Electric is proud to have partnered with DHHA, Hensel Phelps Construction, Davis
Partnership Architects, and M-E Engineers in delivering the Hospital Support Services Building,
a project candidate truly worthy of the Associated General Contractors award for Best Building
Project – Subcontractor: $6-$10M.

Eastern entrance to the Support Services Building.

Site receiving teams unloading prefabricated assemblies

Prefabrication teams building BIM modeled assemblies

Shared single exterior elevator (skip) used to access all nine floors.

5th story installation crews hold their daily job safety briefing before commencing work.

Sturgeon craftsman working on exterior lighting facing west.

Prefabrication and BIM teams reviewing detailed models of prefabricated assemblies.

A sturgeon electrician installs a prefabricated wall assembly.

The heart of downtown Denver is situated just north of the Hospital Support Services Building.

Heavy use of Building Information Modeling (BIM) was instrumental to project success.

